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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the greater affordability of microcomputers has
increased their use in homes and in small businesses.

This trend has

placed pressure on educational institutions to keep pace with the
demand for computer knowledge by creating more computer coursework.
Also, competition for and retention of students in postsecondary
institutions will require quality computerized programs (Alexander,
1985, p. 15; Bialaszewski and Associates, 1986, p. 34).

This trend

is especially important for colleges that train students for careers
in business since students must become c6mpetent in microcomputer
use.

The importance of computer use in accounting careers, for

instance, indicates a need to alleviate any fears and frustrations
that may be held by the adult learner when adapting to computer use.
Proprietary business colleges, such as Kee Business College,
have been attempting to provide these educational experiences.

Kee

dates its origins to 1938, and is presently owned and operated by
National Education Corporation.

The college, with three Tidewater

locations (Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News) offers cours2work in
the fields of accounting, data processing, business computer
management and secretarial Cgeneral

1

legal and medical).

offers hands-en computer e~per1ence.
The accounting program at Kee'3 involves a nine-month

:urr~culum.

This curriculum includes Accounting I, Sole

Each field

2

Proprietorship; Accounting II, Partnership; Accounting III,
Corporation; and Payroll Accounting as well as coursework in grammar,
correspondence, math, typing, ten-key, data processing and career
development.
The accounting program utilizes computer applications in
Accounting II, III and Payroll.

These applications provide the

student with experience in the computerized areas of payables,
general ledger and payroll.

The computerized programs utilize actual

business accounting software.

Although the student will need to

adapt to the employers' computer system, providing the student with a
positive experience in using computerized accounting will make the
adjustment easier.

STATEMENT OF THE P~OBLEM
The problem of this study was to determine the anx1et1es of
business college accounting students toward microcomouter usage.
study looked at computerized accounting in Accounting II and
determined student ~nxiety areas.

RESEARCH GOALS
This study attempted to answer the following research
questions:

(1)

What were the factors that lead to comput2r
an::iety among business college accounting
students~

(2) What areas :n computerized Accounting II applications

The

..,.
·-'

caused problems?
(3) How could these computer anxiety factors
be alleviated?

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Business colleges dominated business education during the
nineteenth century and continue to have an impact.

One of the most

famous schools was Bryand and Stratton who by 1863 had fifty schools
in operation (Douglas, 1963, p. 9 and Nanassy and Associates, 1977,
p. 139).

Some of the characteristics of past and present business

colleges that have helped them be successful were:
was job-oriented,
there,

(3)

(1)

the training

(2) many disadvantaged students found success

automated and/or individualized instruction, and

(4)

a

well organized graduate placement servic~ (Nanassv and Associates,
1977, p. 142-143).

For the accounting training at Kee Business College to be job
oriented the student must complete work in computerized accounting
due to the growing Aumber of computerized accounting applications.

Gerver (1984, p. xviii) stated that adult learners may have trouble
learning about computers.

Adults may not 1·iant to be "technocer:tered"

and can be baffled by computer terminology.

She also expressed the

need for further research in the area of adult learners and computer
u·se L:vl.
This study originated as a result of the observation that many
Kee Business College accounting students had difficulty
to computer use.
the literature.

1n

adapting

The need to study computer anx1etv was supported
Several r2searchers have indicated that computer

1n
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anxiety compares to test anxiety and math anxiety and needed to be
prevented and/or remediated to provide a successful educational
experience (Cambre and Coak, 1984, p. 7; Bellando and Winer, 1985, p.
26).

This study surveyed student opinions about anxieties they had
when working with computerized accounting.

This study also sought to

recommend preventions and instructional strategies that could
facilitate anxiety free learning.

This information can be useful for

accounting instructors or for anyone using computer-based
i n::;tru.cti on.

LIMITATIONS

This study was limited to investigating Accou.ntinq II students•
opinions at three Kee Business Colleges.

The schools used in the

study were in Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News.

Participants in

the study were Winter Quarter 1987, accounting students only.

The

study separated the student responses indicating no prior experience
from those indicati~g previous microcomputer experience.

The group

involved in the s~udy may have been unique in that students who
attend business cc!leges tended to be women and/or ~isadvantaged
·:=t:-1.dent~.•

ASSUMFT: :]NS

-- ~~·'·,-· ..... --··

.- -,r:-.,-,; ,~

~-::,i,-
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in those indicating previous computer experience.
The study assumed there were a number of students who are afraid
of computers.

It also assumed that a number of students found some

difficulty when adapting to computerized accounting procedures.

PROCEDURES
The method of collecting data was in the form of a survey
questionnaire.

The study was conducted in March 1987.

The

population included in the survey was the day Accounting II classes
from the Kee Business Colleges of Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport
News.

The survey was approved by the President of the schools.
This information survey dealt with computer anxieties in general

and as it related to computerized accounting applications.

Students

were asked to rank the items according t6 the degree that the items
created anxiety concerning computer hardware, computer environment,
computer software, and computer instructional aspects.
This study sought to survey computer anxious individuals. Data
was tabulated separitely for respondents indicating no previous
computer experience and for those who indicated cast computer
experience.

The Likert responses for two questions regarding student

anxiety levels before and after the accounting computer application
were tabulated.

The

mean score of the student rankinas of each

variable under the two headings of computer hardware-envircnment and
computer software-instruction were calculated.

DEFINIT!CN CF TERMS
~he following li~t of terms were provided tc aid the readers'

6

understanding of the study:
(1)

accounting - the art of analyzing and recording.
financial transactions.

(2)

adult learner - any student beyond eighteen years
of age,

(3) AMOS - Alpha-Microcomputer Operating System
(computer system used at Kee Business College).
(4)

anxiety - painful or apprehensive uneasiness
of mind; worried about success,

(5) computer anxiety - mixture of fear, apprehension,
and hope, felt when planning to interact with
a computer.
(6) computer assisted instruction (CAI> - using a computer
for teaching purposes, This term usually refers to
drill and practice and tutorial examples.
(7) computer based instruction - can be the same as CAI,
or it can mean the entire instructional process
is by means of the computer.
(8) computerized accounting - processing and storing
accounting data by computer.
(9) microcomputer - a small computer system with
more limited memory (usually from 16000 to 128000
characters of information) and with an attached terminal
and monitor screen. These are usually individual
units in one location.
(10) proprietary or private business college college owned and operated to oroduce a profit.
OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
The study originated from the desire to provide ~he best
possible learning environment for students.

The growing uses for

computers in all areas of business requires the business student to
adapt positively and efficiently ta the ~equ1~ements of this
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aware of the effects of computer anxiety.

The middle aged adult

learner, in particular, can find computer terminology and machinery
baffling.
Computer anxiety has been compared to math anxiety 3nd test
anxiety in nature.

Math and test anxiety has been researched for

many years and computer anxiety is a growing natural extensian of
this research.
The goal of this research is to provide more information about
computer anxiety in relationship to computerized accounting.

This

information will produce implications and recommendations for
instructional strategies concerning computer anxiety.
The information that was provided in Chapter I is an
introduction to the research study.

Chapter II <Review of

Literature) analyzes the pertinent studi~s that have been done on the
research topic.

The method and procedures by which the study was

carried out will be presented in Chapter III.

Chapter IV (Findings)

will provide the analysis and results of the study.

Finally, in

Chapter V the study'will conclude with a summarv, conclusion and
recommendation section.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this review of literature was to discuss the
current research findings related to computer anxiety.

Literature in

this area was so limited that the review was expanded to include
articles relating to student attitudes toward computers as well as
related studies of math anxiety and test anxiety.
This review of literature will first provide background
information by discussing the role of computers in education.

The

literature review then addresses computers in business education with
specific attention drawn to current uses in accounting coursework.
The major portion of the literature review will concern students•
reactions to computers.

Topics included in this section are:

definitions of anxiety and computer anxiety; current readings on
camputerphabia; student attitudes toward computers and computerized
instruction; and factors of personality, sex, age and computer
experience.

~inally the chapter will conclude with related studies

of math and test anxiety.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
~rticles began to appear concerning comouter use 1n 1nstruct1on
arcund the ~id-1°60's.

McEwing and Foth

about ~J ~9rc9nt per :ear.

8

1 1 985l

stated tha: =~~r~nt

9

-

hardware provided a great challenge to educators in dealing with
computer based instruction (CBI) (p. 19).
Bork (197ij) stated that computer programs used to aid learning
cover a wide variety of methods such as drill and practice, games,
tutorials, simulations and statistical analysis.

A major advantage

to this method of instruction i.-ias the need for students' to "interact
with the material" (p.190).

F:ockart and Scott-Morton (1975) hci.ve

noted that for the past ten to fifteen years computer uses in
teaching was dominated by the "Skinnerian model of learning with an
emphasis on fill-in-the blank computer page turners.''

They expressed

the strong opinion that computer assisted instruction projects had
not received careful unbiased evaluation.

Many of the computer

projects disappeared leaving little impact when funding disappeared
(p.

278).

Stevens (1982) surveyed educators' opinions of computers in
education using a random sample of K-12 Nebraska teachers and all
student teachers and staff members of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Teachers College.

More educators viewed computers

as advantageous and beneficial. Student teachers showed more anxiety
and were less likely to see advantages to computers in education.
They also felt less qualified and less enthusiastic about teacher
training programs including computer coursework.

The

author

indicated a possible reason for stud2nt teacher response could be a
~E,chnDlcgical generatiDn •::J·="·P (p. 14).

Seve1·-al ,-eadin<;_1s during this

liter~ture search indicated that teachers' attit~des were crucial in
d2ter~1ning s~ucents' attitudes towards computers (Clement, 1~81,
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The above section discussed teaching with computers to
supplement instruction.

As well as supplemental instruction,

business educators must focus on the teaching of computer operations.

The role of computers in business education will be discussed in the
following section.

COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
Iannizzi 11980) described increases in computer technology as
drastically affecting business students' coursework.

Students must

be able to explore alternative procedures and machines.

She

described future business offices as utilizing ''integrated data and
word processing centers, microfilming, computer conferencing, and
electrDnic mail" (p. 217-18).

Smiley (1981) stated that

microcomputer and micrographics applications will require skills in
"preparation, editing, and verificatic:m of m2.n2.gement 2.nd financi.al
reports" (p.50).
Opinions about the manner in which data processing procedures
should be incorporated into accounting vary.

Smiley !1981) and

Bettinger and Bettinger (19861 indicated the need fer greater
progress in integrating accounting and data processing (p. 37 and p.
34).

Alexander (19851 indicated a second semester data proce~sing

course with an accounting application section would be the best
appr-02.ch (p. 18).

BialaS:Ze\'lski and Pissociates (198,:::,) i.dEnt1-fied m=1.nv

colleges that are trying to pro• ide the students ~ith comouter:zed

firms 2nd acccunt1ng associ~tion members which indicated an
increasing ~eed f:r entr~-level accountants tc have :omputer
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application experience (p. 34).

Bettinger and Bettinger (1986)

indicated many institutions had not yet integrated any computer
software into elementary accounting courses.

Only 32 percent of

respondents were actually using accounting applications, although
several planned to.

Software choices were varied with most of the

computerized practice sets being in-house creations.

Some of the

current packages included spreadsheet functions, data base systems,
and word processing in an integrated software package (p. 34-36).
This growing computer impact on the business curriculum must
also focus on the positive and negative reactions of students to
computers.

Research on this topic will be discussed in the following

section.

STUDENT REACTIONS TO COMPUTERS
Clement (1981) indicated students' attitudes about using computers
are crucial to the learning environment (p. 28).

The student

reaction or attitude of anxiety can produce positive and negative
results.

A background of information concerning the psychological

impact of anxiety in general is outlined.

Am, i ety

Sieber (1977) summarized the definitions of anxiety as
indicating a:

disturbing feeling that arises as a resu!t of the
lack of a clear st2ndard of one's own, or o{ the
possibility of failing to meet scme perceived
·?:::·~tc2rnal ;::.tandar-d (Dfter1 ,:Jne tt-,.;t

rather than clearly jefinedl

.L~;

......·.::~.i;Ju.el

:./ ·-~:er-:·::.ed

\p.12).

This Dasie numan emotion can not be to~ally avo1ded.

The nPgative
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results are discomfort and nonproductive striving.
can be a more satisfying view of life (p. 13).

Positive results

Sieber also related

arn:iety as having "physiological, phenomenological and behavioral
mani festati ons.· 11

Sc,me coping s;;.ki 11 s are bravado, escape, focus on

the fear instead of the problem, or on how to avoid the problem
instead of methods to solve the problem (p. 21). Also anxiety has
been shown to aid learning and performance in simple tasks but can
hinder comple:: tasks (p. 19).
Sieber (1977) citing Spielberger's 1966 researcn indicated the
brightest students who had high anxiety scores obtained higher grades
than did those with low anxiety scores.

Students with less ability

and high anxiety scores earned lower grades (p. 19).
interesting to know if the students perceived the coursework as
difficult or not.

Computer An:,< i ety
Cambre and Cook (1984) condensed the research definitions of
computer anxiety to•include complex feelings of ''fear 1 apprehension,
hope and personal tht-e3t in dealing

\.oJi

th computet-s.

11

Ccmputer-

anxiety is considered an anxiety state that can change over time (p.
12).

O'Neil and Richardson (19771 indicBted a higher s~ate of

an::iety ocurred during difficult computer oased learning tasks.

They

cited several studies which confirmed the rel1abil1ty of their scale
~

r.:.. 1.,q.1 ) •
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frustrations (p. 47).

Maurer and Simonson 11985) and Jay (1981)

identified same general behaviors of computer anxiety as follows:
(1) avoiding computers and general computer areas;
(2) unusuil caution or fear of damaging the computer;
(3) negative comments about computers;
14)

attempts to cut short computer sessions;

(5) feeling threatened by those who understand computers
(Maurer and Simonson, 1984, p. 5) (Jay, 1981, p. 47).

Personality Factors
Hoffman and Waters (1982) examined the relationship between
personality types and student performance in computer-assisted
instruction.

Sensing types were found to complete the computer

assisted program earlier.

The extraverted, intuitive and perceptive

types tended to drop out of the program.

They concluded that

learning by computer-assisted instruction seemed to favor those that
are able to quietly concentrate, pay attention to detail, can easily
memorize facts, and·can stay with a single task until completion.
This was also the defintion of the Sensing type Cp. 20-2!).

Lawton

and Gerschner (1982) in their literature review listed a learning
style for computers included:

keyboard manual dexterity; attention

to detail and accuracy; ability to learn visually; can sit still; can
work alone; and has diagnostic and intuitive abilities (p. 51).
Belando and Winer (19851 researched computer anxiety and its
relationship to personali

types.

Inventory of John Holland was used.

The 1978 Vocational Preference
Results indicated realistic

types were more involved in math and computer =lasses.

Artistic and

14

social types showed more negative attitudes toward computers and
math.

This was the second Texas Tech University study to show an

overall low/mild computer anxiety.

The subcategories reporting

higher levels of anxiety were the creative, expressive and
unconventional types.

The authors expressed the opinion that the

overall low anxiety scores could be due to individuals viewing
computers as tools instead of objects for scientific information (p.
13).

Reckart and Scott-Morton (1975) stated that persons who were
"less mature in academic style, sensitive and esthetic and not
scientifically oriented" have a higher success rate \-Jhen using
computer-assisted instruction.

Those who were "autonomous,

independent thinkers and scientifically oriented in thinking"
succeeded better with traditional instruction (p. 93).

This would

not conflict with the above statements since it described success
rates and would depend upon the type of computer-assisted instruction
used.
Coovert and Goldstein (1980) in their locus of control research
determined that external subjects (those people who perceive events
of their lives as out of their personal control) were more likely to
have computer anxiety.

They indicated that job satisfaction was

related to the degree of perceived internal control (p. 1171).
Lee's (1970) research indicated how an individual perceived and
gave meaning to computers depended upon their ''fundamental values,
personality and.a~1entation in life.''
the c~mputer in cne of two ways-

35

He !ndic2ted that ceople view

either a teal or

33

a superhuman
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Rubin (1983) listed the reasons behind computerphobia in the
general public were:

getting comfortable, lack of time, who's in

charge, denying stupidity, fear of losing power, fear of breaking the
computer, and 0nclear documentation (p. 56-57).

Sex, Age and Computer Experience Factors
Lloyd and Gressard (1984) surveyed high school, community
college and liberal arts college students with a wide variety of
backgrounds and found no significant difference between sex groups on
computer attitudes (p. 14),

Current findings by Massey and

Englebrecht !1986) supported this finding (p. 39),

Lloyd and

Gressard (1984) also found a relationship between age and computer
experience.

Students 21 years or older with less than one week of

computer experience showed more confidence with computers than those
16 to 18 (p. 14).

Several researchers have indicated that computer

experience related positively to attitudes toward computers (Lloyd
and Gressard, 1984, p. 11; Cambre and Cook, 1984, p. 22; Massey and
Englebrecht, 1986 p: 38).
Revdenburge, et. al. (19841 study regarding sex differences in
attitudes differed with the findings above.

This

study of

undergraduates indicated females held a greater fear of computers
than males.

Three out of four also labeled the computer as male.

The author indicated supportive literature for this stereotyping (p.
8-10).

Two out cf three studies reviewed by [3mbre 3nd Cool: (1984)

showed gender as significant 1n compute~ an::iety ip. 31).
~he research cf Jackson and Ya~anaka (1°85)

indicated t~at wcmen

who did net enJcy computers had lower tecnnical goals and a lower

16

understanding of technical terms.

Of particular interest was the

fact that a majority of the women surveyed believed other women had
more computer knowledge than themselves.
Tavris (1986) described the roots of computer anxiety in a
recent Vogue magazine article.

She disagreed with the current focus

on the reasons girls and women were turned off by computers which are
math phobia, computer anxiety or some other neurosis.

Her interviews

with experts in the field described the problem as being the ''culture
of computers."

This culture was descr-ibed as "macho, male-or-iented

and is at best uninteresting to gir-ls and women and at worst actively
irritates them.''

She suggested that educators and employers need to

make the culture of computing more appealing to females (p. 262).
Some other- ar-eas that may aid in th~ understanding of computer
anxiety is test and math anxiety.

The following section briefly

discusses this topic.

RELATED STUDIES
Gressard and Lloyd (1984) investigated the effects of math
anxiety and computer attitudes using high school and college students
in their survey population,

They concluded that math anxiety was a

small but important factor in computer anxiety (p. 71.
Bellando and Winer (1985) measured computer anxiety and its
relationship to math anxiety and reported a significant correlation.
Females scored a higher correlation than males (p. 20-21).
Cambre and Coak (1984) said that t2st anxiety has been studied
fer the past thirty years and that i t consisted of two main factors:
war~~ and emotionalitv.

Emot1onalit~ did not ~~late to academic

17

performance but worry was found to limit performance.

They found

that math anxiety research was correlated with ''gender, prior math
exposure, math ~chievement, trait anxiety, test anxiety, attitudes
toward math, parents' and teachers' attitudes toward math'' (p. 9),
Computer anxiety research can draw from test and math anxiety.
In a final point about mathematical and computer skills, McEwing
and Roth (1985) stated that the mathematical step-by-step problem
solving process can cause frustration when students communicate with
computers.

Humans may often use mental leaps and bypass steps in

solving problems,

Student adjustment to this process may need

refinement (p. 19),

SUMMARY
Computer anxiety research is limited at this time,

This

limitation severely affects any interpretation of the research.
studies reviewed did not build on previous research.

Many

The research

studies reviewed sought to identify computer anxious individuals or
potentially anxious individuals and did not identify many causes of
anxiety.

The studies that did look at anxiety variables looked at

gender, math ability, personality types, age levels and previous
e>:perience.
Identifying computer anxious individuals has served manv useful
sducational and industrial purposes.

However, to expand this topic

to get ::<.t more specific ca.uses cf computer ._:.r,o:i.etv ;•iill greatJ.v
2nhance the learning process of students who choose the computer
envircnment

~~

~r~:edu~es used

~

Lar~~r.
1n

The ~ext chapte~ will examine the

thi3 3tudv in an attempt t: obtain this
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information on the causes of computer anxiety.

CHAPTEF: I I I
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter will describe the methods and procedures used in
conducting the study.

The chapter includes a description of-the

population and a description of the instrument used in gathering the
data and how it was constructed.

The procedures used for collecting

and treating the data will also be described.

DESCRIPTION OF POPULATION
Students enrolled in Accounting II day classes at the Kee
Business Colleges of Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News constituted
the population for this study.
1987.

The study was conducted during March

The entire population of 93 Accounting II day students were

included in the survey.

The study reported separately the responses

from the students indicating no previous computer experience and
those indicating pait computer experience.

Studies have indicated

that the more exposure a person had to computers the less anxious he
became.
Business college students were a unique population.

A

majority

of the population was made up of female disadvantaged minority

students. The population in this study consisted of~~ females and 11
males.

Most of the population was between 18-21 vears of 3ge.

The students

1n

this surv~v population were ut1li:!ng

stancaro business accounts oavable 3oftware.
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~~e

Alpha

~he sc~dent 1~st~~ct~cn
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sheets were in-house prepared.

The student had to input vendors•

names and addresses, invoices, credit memos, account numbers and
designate specific vendor payments.

Print outs included Vendor File,

Voucher Register, Cash Requirements Report, Pre-Check Writing Edit
List, Checks, and an Aged A/P Trial Balance.

The accounting

application was intended to provide the student with office style
accounting computer experience.

Each subsequent accounting course at

Kee Business College utilized a different computerized accounting
application.

It was very important for the student"s initial

computer experience to be well planned and as positive as possible.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT
The instrument utilized in this study was in the form of a
questionnaire/survey format.

The survey.was designed so that as

little writing as possible would be required.

The introduction to

the questionnaire explained the purpose and use of the questionnaire
responses.

For background purposes and to better define the

population, the respondent was asked to indicate his/her sex and
age.
The questionnaire solicited a response to a question concerning
past history of computer use.

The respondent was asked to answer yes

or no to having had computer exposure prior to entering Accounting
II.

To better verify his/her response of yes, the student was asked

to e::plain his/her response and give examoles such as high school,
~ork, etc.

As indicated previously, ~he data fr~m students reoorting

prior exposure to c=mput2rs were tabulated seoarately.
The student was asked to evaluate his/her level ~f anxiety
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before and after the computer applications on a five point Likert
Scale with one indicating very comfortable and five indicating very
uncomfortable feelings.

The questionnaire then divided the computer

problem areas into two groups:

hardware and computer environment and

software and instructional aspects.

The computer problem areas were

obtained by utilizing the researcher's personal teaching experience,
input from teachers in the field of computerized accounting (Kee
Business College, Tidewater Community College) and opinions of former
Accounting II students in the quarter prior to the survey.

The

survey was refined to include only the variables most commonly
suggested.

The students were asked to prioritize their opinions from

one to ten concerning computer hardware and environment items and one
to twelve concerning computer software and instruction factors.

Rank

number one indicated a strong problem ar~a and the higher number
choice represented the least experienced problem.

Space was provided

at the end of the questionnaire for comments regarding the students'
computerized accounting experience.

This allowed the student to

express any other op1n1on net supplied in the closed question format.
A copy of the survey is found in the Appendix.

DATP1 CC!LLECTIOl"J

The survey ouestionn3ire was administered in M3rch

10::J:7
... ; '_} i

A

conven:snt ~ime was arranged with each :nstructcr after the
:omputerized oort1on cf A~counting II was completed.

-~ ,_, r .

i::. ~··.::.s.

The researcher

. :::u
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sent to each instructor following the classroom survey.

A copy of

the research findings was sent to each campus and to the President of
the school.

TREATMENT OF THE DATA
The data responses for sex and age level were provided to better
define the population.

A five point Likert scale was used to obtain

information regarding levels of anxiety before and after the computer
application experience.

The range of the Likert scale was from one

(indicating very comfortable) to five (indicating very
uncomfortable).

The responses for each campus and an overall total

were tabulated as well as the percentage of the population selecting
each Likert category.
The mean score of the student rank1~gs of each variable under
the heading of computer hardware-environment and computer
software-instruction were calculated.

All questionnaire items were

tabulated separately for students with no computer experience and for
those with computer experience.
A final section allowed the students to make comments about
=omputerized accounting.

A list of these comments was ccmoiled for

refinement of the computerized accoutin~ coursewor~ or f~r use in anv
subsequen~ studies.

The population included Kee Business College day Accounting II
students during the Winter Quarter of 1987.
93 students was surveyed.
survey questionnaire.

The entire population of

The instrument used was a self-designed

This survey obtained information regarding

anxiety levels before and after the computer application experience,
difficulties in computer hardware, environment, software andinstructional aspects.
in the next chapter.

The findings of this survey will be presented

CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS
The problem of this study was to determine the anxieties of
business college accounting students toward microcomputer usage.

The

study looked at computerized accounting in Accounting II and sought
to determine student anxiety areas.

This effort was to provide

information and teaching suggestions regarding computer anxiety
difficulty areas.

POPULATION
The total number of surveys administered were 93, of which 83
were useable.

Of the useable surveys 40.came from the Newport News

campus, 27 from the Norfolk campus and 16 from the Portsmouth
campus.
There were 72 female and 11 male respondents.

No previous

computer experience was indicated by 39 respondents and 44 indicated
previous computer experience.

The response on each campus were -

Newport News, 25; Norfolk, 9; and Portsmouth, 5 indicating no
previous computer experience.
experience were:

Students who indicated computer

Newport News, 15; Norfolk, 18; and Portsmouth, 11.

Since there were so many students who had previous computer
experience their totals are reported to highlight differences and
similarities.
The findings of the survey ~ill be presented
These sections will relate tc:

1n

L've sec~~ons.

the age d1str1but:on regarding
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previous computer experience; the level of anxiety related to before
and after computerized accounting exposure; rankings of computer
hardware and environment variables; rankings of computer software and
instruction variables; and a summary of the student comments from the
open format question.

COMPUTER EXPERIENCE AND AGE RANGE
The survey requested respondents to indicate his/her age range
by selecting a choice of 18-21; 22-25; 26-30; 31-35; 36-40; and above
40.

The data was tabulated separately based on computer experience

(Yes 1 No selection).

Table 1 revealed the findings overall and on

each campus regarding age and former computer experience.

COMPUTER ANXIETY LEV~LS
The survey requested that students answer two Likert style
questions regarding their comfortableness with using a computer
before and after the accounting computer application.

The two

questions asked the siudent to select from a five-point Likert scale.
The Likert scale selections were:

1-very comfortable; 2-moderately

comfortable; 3-not certain; 4-moderately uncomfortable; and 5-very
uncomfortable.
Table 2

provided a summary of the ~ikert 5cale responses

regarding an::1etv levels of students befcre and after the
computerized accounting application.
:cmcute~ an::iet~ as measured

Table 3 related the changes in

the ~h1+~ in L1 1 er~ sccres +ram

,ho h0d no prev1o~s computer s:pe~ie~ce.
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TABIE 1
COMPUTER EXPERIENCE AND AGE RANGE

Age Range

Total

No Computer Experience
N, News
Norf,

Ports.

Total

With Computer Experience
N, News
Norf,
Ports.

18-21

14

13

0

1

23

11

7

5

22-25

10

6

3

1

9

2

5

2

26-30

8

4

3

1

6

1

3

2

31-35

4

0

3

1

4

1

1

2

36-40

2

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

-1

-0

-0

-1

1

0

1

0

39

25

9

5

44

15

18

11

over 40
Grand Total

-
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TABLE 2
COMPUTER ANXIETY LEVEIS BEFORE AND AFTER
COMPUTER APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

Anxiety
Selection

No Computer
Experience (n=39)
Before
After

Newport News
Aft,
Bef.

Norfolk
Bef. Aft,

Portsmouth
Bef, Aft,

Very
Comfortable

0 ( 0%)

9 (23%)

0

8

0

0

0

1

2-Moderately
Comfortable

13 (33%)

17 (43,5%)

10

8

2

6

1

3

(20,5%)

8

5

5

3

1

0

1-

Not
Certain

3-

4-Moderately
Uncomfortable

14 (36%)

8

8 (21%)

5 (13%)

7

4

0

0

1

1

4 ( 10%)

0 ( 0%)

0

0

2

0

2

0

5- Very

Uncomfortable

Anxiety
Selection

With Computer
Experience (n=42)
Before
After

Very
Comfortable

23 (55%)

22 (53%)

5

3

9

10

9

9

2-Moderately
Comfortable

15 (36%)

19 (45%)

6

11

7

6

2

2

4 ( 9%)

1 ( 2%)

3

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1-

3-

Not
Certain

4-Moderately
Uncomfortable

Newport News
Aft,
Bef,

Norfolk
Bef, Aft.

5- Very

Uncomfortable

Portsmouth
Bef, Aft.

*81 responses with 2 students not responding to an after computer
application question (1 student from Norfolk and 1 from Newport News)
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TABLE 3
CHANGE IN STUDENT ANXIETY AS MEASURED
BY SHIFT IN LIKERT SCORES AFTER COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Change in
Likert Score*

Total**
n=39

Newport News

-2

1

1

0

0

-1

1

1

0

0

0

10

6

3

1

+1

20

14

2

4

+2

5

3

2

0

+3

2

0

2

0

+4

0

0

0

0

CAMPUS
Norfolk

Portsmouth

* positive numbers indicate lower anxiety (more comfortable)
** totals include only students with no previous computer experience
since those with computer experience showed minimum improvement

(see Table 2)
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Data was also calculated relating age and anxiety level
responses.

Out of a total of 15 students 26 years of age and older 1

there were three students who selected very uncomfortable and four
who selected moderately uncomfortable before using a computer.

Out

of a total of 14 students in the 18-21 year old range, no student
selected very uncomfortable and two selected moderately uncomfortable
before using a computer.

The students with past computer exerience,

regardless of their age, grouped themsleves around very comfortable
and moderately comfortable feelings toward computer useage before the
Accounting II computer application.

COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
The third section in the survey asked the respondents to rank in
order from one to ten a list of hardware and environment factors that
may have caused difficulty when working with the comouter.

Rank

number one indicated the area that caused the student the most
difficulty and rank number ten indicated the area of least
d i ff i C '..: l t y •

Table 4 ~elated the mean value of the ranking of each of the ten
hardware and environment factors from students indicating no previous

ina1cating past computer exposure.

Tables 4 and 5 listed in rank

JO

TABLE 4
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
NO PREVIOUS COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Ranking

Factors

Mean Score
n99

1

Unsure of how to operate the computer

2.92

2

Did not fully understand keyboard commands

3,97

3

Waited a long time for the printer

5.18

4

Printer failed to work properly

5,41

5

Afraid the computer would breakdown

5,67

6

Computer was down too often

5,79

7

Computer room was crowded

6.10

8

Computer did not do what it was supposed to do

6.26

9

Computer room atmosphere was threatening

6.64

Computer screen bothered the eyes

6.82

10
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TABLE 5
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Ranking

Factors

Mean Score
n=4'4

1

Printer failed to work properly

4.J4

2

Computer room was crowded

4,77

J

Waited a long time for the printer

4.91

4

Did not fully understand keyboard commands

5,16

5

Afraid the computer would breakdown

5.61

6

Computer was down too often

5,77

7

Computer did not do what it was supposed to do

5.86

8

Unsure of how to operate the computer

6.05

9

Computer room atmosphere was threatening

6.09

Computer screen bothered the eyes

6.JO

10

._......

~"1

COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTION FACTORS
The next section in the questionnaire asked the students to rank
the computer sqftware and instruction factors from one to twelve.
Rank number one indicated an area with a high level of diffic~lty and
twelve represented the lowest difficulty factor.
Table 6 indicated the mean value of the rankings of e3c~ of the
twelve software and instruction factors from students irdicating no
previous computer experience.

Table 7 itemized the mean value from

the students with aast computer experience.

The software and

instructj~n factors were listed in the rank order that was octained
from the mean value calculated.

STUDENT COMMENTS
The survey included an open format question to allo0 ~he
students the freedom to list any additional factors that they felt
were important problem areas in computerized accounting.
areas mentioned were:

at the terminals;
a tr-ial run;

ine problem

(1) not enough time to understand wMat they

(3) afraid they would do something wrong and wanted

(4) didn't know hhat t:·,ev ,•ier-e ,::lc1ng;

lectures on basic comm8nds snd ccmcuter functions;

(J

l .. ,

(5) ,;eeded
\6l

slow =c~cuter

JJ

TABLE 6
SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTION FACTORS
NO PREVIOUS COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Ranking

Factors

Mean Score
n=38*

1

Computerized accounting terminology was unclear

4.24

2

Computer terms were unclear

5,50

3

Hard to locate and correct errors on computer

5,76

4

Too rushed to complete assignments

6.00

5

Needed to understand computer programming

6,16

6

Could not relate computerized accounting to manual
style accounting

6,45

7

Afraid of losing the data that was entered

6.76

8

Written instructions for simulation were confusing

7,03

9

Accounting menu choices were confusing

7,13

Teacher did not fully explain the system operation
to my level of understanding

7,21

11

Had unanswered questions

7,32

12

Could not understand printout data

8,37

10

*1 student did not complete the software and instruction section

J4

TABLE 7
SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTION FACTORS
COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Ranking

Factors

Mean Score
n=42*

1

Afraid of losing the data that was entered

4,43

2

Too rushed to complete assignments

4,50

3

Hard to locate and correct errors on computer

5,55

4

Written instructions for simulation were confusing

6,07

5

Computerized accounting terminology was unclear

6,26

6

Accounting menu choices were confusing

6,33

7

Needed to understand computer programming

6,81

8

Could not relate computerized accounting to manual
style accounting

7,12

9

Had unanswered questions

7,14

10

Computer terms were unclear

7,14

11

Could not understand printout data

7,74

12

Teacher did not fully explain the system operation
to my level of understanding

8,50

*2 students did not complete the ooftware and instruction section

SUMMARY

This chapter presented the statistical information gathered from
the survey of Accounting II students.
in seven tables.

Survey results were presented

These tables tabulated the results separately for

the respondents indicating no past computer experience and for those
indicating previous computer exposure.

The information presented in

Chapter 4 related to age distribution; level of anxiety before and
after the computer application; rankings of perceived difficulty in
hardware and environment factors; rankings of perceived difficulty in
software and instruction factors and additional student comments.
The final chapter of this research study will provide a summary
of the study.

Chapter 5 also draws conclusions from the survey data

and provides recommendations for strategies to assist students with
the transition into computerized accounting.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
Computerized accounting was an important aspect of th~
accounting student's career training.

Accounting firms and

businesses were asking students to have as much familiarity as
possible with computerized accounting procedures.

This study

originated from the desire to provide the best possible learning
environment for accounting students when dealing with computers.
The problem of this study was to determine the anxieties of
business college accounting students toward microcomputer usage.

The

study looked at computerized accounting in Accounting II and
determined student anxiety areas.
research questions:

The study attempted to answer the

(1) what were the factors that lead to computer

anxiety among business college accounting students;

(2) what areas in

computerized Accounting II applications caused problems; and (3) how
could these computer anxiety f3ctcrs be alleviated,

Data was collected using a questionnaire/survey format.

•ne

survey was conducted in March, 1987 at the Kee Business College

students were the rescondents,

The Acccuntino II camouter
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questionnaire solicited information dealinq with previous computer
experience, anxiety levels before and after the computerized
accounting application, rankings of difficulty factors in hardware
and environment and in software and instruction.

Data was tabulated

separately for students indicating past computer experience,

CONCLUSIONS
The research showed that most of the students in this population
fell into the typical college age range of 18-21.

There was a slight

trend of older students (26 and above> who indicated no past computer
experience.

Analysis indicated 38 percent of the students with no

computer experience were 26 years of age and older versus 27 percent
for students with computer experience.
In the before computer experience data of students with no past
computer experience the older student showed a slightly higher degree
of anxiety.

The students with past computer experience, regardless

of their age, grouped themselves around very comfortable and

moderately comfortable feelings toward computer useage before the
Accounting II

computer application,

It was found that a large percentage of students with no past
computer experience were moderately comfortable (33 percent) with the
computer.

The remaining categories were:

0

percent very

comfortable; 36 percent not certain; 21 percent moderatelv
uncomfort2ble and 10 percent very unccmfortable.
represented a w1~e ~2nge _,

T~ese peren=tages

selecticn among che ro ccmouter
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experience displayed some improvement in their anxiety levels from
before to after the computer application.

These students showed an

improvement of one Likert scale number indicating that after the
computerized accounting application these students should find using
a computer much easier,

The students with past computer experience

showed no noticeable improvement.
The assessment of experienced and nonexperienced computer users
regarding computer hardware and environment factors had differences
and similarities.

Students who had no previous computer experience

indicated computer operation and keyboard commands as high difficulty
areas.

Students with computer experience centered their attention on

printer problems and overcrowded rooms.

Both groups placed fear of

computer breakdown fairly high in their rankings.

Both groups did

not see computer atmosphere and viewer screens as major problem
areas.
There was a wider range of mean values in the responses of
students with no computer experience (2,92-6,82) in comparison to
students with computer experience (4.34-6.30).

This appeared to

indicate there were less extreme consensus with the computer

experienced students.
The software and instruction factors indicated that students who
had no previous computer experience assigned the highest difficulty
ranks to terminology (computer and ccmputer1zed accounti~ql.
Although they ra~ked the teacher'~ exolanat:on of ~he svstem
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highest difficulty area.

Both groups felt they were too rushed to

complete the assignments (rank four for nonexperienced and two for
e:{peri enced l •

RECOMMENDATIONS
Some recommendations to improve computerized Accounting based
on the research findings were presented.

Although computers were

becoming more user "friendly", instructors must interpret many 2weas
of terminology for the novice student.
computer accounting.

This was especially true in

Students ranked computer operation, computer

terms as well as accounting software terminology as difficulty areas.
One way tc improve this area would be to preview the computer
functions, computer terms and accounting.terms before the application
begins.

Another way was to provide several stops during the computer

application to discuss material and provide a review of the computer
application when i t was completed.
Students indicated that they wanted to spend more time on the
accounts payable simulation.

Trial and error was the way many of us

have adapted to computer problems and the student needed the computer
time to develop similar abilities.

The problem, of course, was

limited computer terminals and comout2r time alloted to the
accounting students.

Adm1n1strators of the school needed to schedule

as much time as possible for the accounc1ng ~tudents.
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the student as he/she adapted to a business environment.
Students listed understanding computer operations and correcting
of errors as hi~h difficulty areas.

Instruction in computer logic

would aid the students' abi 1 i ty to "think" at the terminal.

Students

had a problem understanding that a person intuitively skips many
steps in the thinking process to arrive at a solution but a computer
must take each individual step (McEwing and Roth 1 1985 p. 19).
Students ranked number five to the understanding of computer
programming.

Accounting students do not need to became computer

programmers but familiarizing themselves with the logic process would

help them deal with computer technicians and programmers on the job.
Student's level of ease with the computer was largely due to
the attitude expressed by the instructor,

The more comfortable and

at ease with the material the instructor was the better the learning
environment.

According to the findings of this research the

instruct2rs were doing an excellent job in this area.

However,

according to the co~ment sections more instructors for the large
number and variety of questions would be helpful.

This researcher

found it helpful to use advanced students to help with this area
whenever i t was possicle.
Further r2search 1n computer anxietv of business colleQe
~,tudents. in other d1sc1cl1nes wou:d add

-

....\..U

this
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Instructional strategies presented were recommended as an outgrowth
of the findings of this research.
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APPENDIX
COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THIS STUDY

COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING SURVEY
Directionss
The purpose of this questionnaire is to detemine the areas in computerized
accounting that cause difficulty, If these problem areas can be identified, then
better strategies for teaching computerized accounting can be devised,
Please answer the following questions carefully since your responses will
help future accounting classes, Thank you for your input,
Questions:
(1)

Have you ever used a computer before your computer experience in Accounting?
YE3
OR
NO
If YES please describe past experience.
of times, at work, etc,)

(2)

2

1

moderately
comfortable

3
not
certain

4
moderately
uncomfortable

5

very
uncomfortable

Which of the following would describe how comfortable you are now with using
a computer~ your computer experience in Accounting?
1
very
comfortable

(4)

in what course, number

Before your computer experience in Accounting, which of the following describes
how comfortable you were in using a computer?
very
comfortable

(3)

(such as

2

moderately
comfortable

3
not
certain

4
moderately
uncomfortable

5

very
uncomfortable

HARDWARE AND COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT FACTORSs The following are items that may
cause difficulty in working with a computer, Please rank each of the items
with a number from 1 to 10, Rank #1 will be given to the item that produced
the most difficulty and rank #10, the item that produced the least difficulty,
Be certain to place a different rank number (1-10) next to each item,
Unsure of how to operate the computer
Printer failed to work properly
Afraid the computer would breakdown
Computer screen bothered the eyes
Did not fully understand keyboard commands
Computer room was crowded
Computer room atmosphere was.threatening
Computer was down too often
Computer did not do what it was supposed to do
Waited a long time for the printer
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S0F1WARE AND INSTRUCTION FACTORS: :Please rank each of the i terns with a
number from 1 to 12. Rank #1 will be given to the item that produced the
most difficulty and rank #12, the item that produced the least difficulty.
Be certain to place a different rank number (1-12) next to each item.
Computer tenns were unclear (example:

home, delete, logon, etc.)

Accounting menu choices were confusing
Computerized accounting tenninology was unclear (example: vendors,
master file maintenance, system initialization, etc.)
Could not understand printout data
Too :rushed to complete assignments
Ham to loaa.te and correct errors on computer
Teacher did not fully explain the system operation to my level of
understanding
Could not relate computerized accounting to manual style accounting
(understand the flow of information)
Needed to understand computer programming
Written instructions for simulation were confusing
Afraid of losing the data that was entered
Had unanswered questions

(6)

Please list Qther variables which led to problems in computer usage.

(7)

Please check your age and sex category.
18-21

AGE

SEX

Female

Male

22-25

_

26-30
31-3.5
36-40
above 40

(8)

Campus you are enrolled-_____________________

